Statistical Inference of Function Through Evolutionary Relationships (SIFTER) is a powerful computational platform for probabilistic protein domain annotation. Nevertheless, SIFTER is not widely used, likely due to usability and scalability issues. Here we present SIFTER-T (SIFTER Throughput-optimized), a substantial improvement over SIFTER’s original proof-of-principle implementation. SIFTER-T is optimized for better performance, allowing it to be used at the genome-wide scale. Compared to SIFTER 2.0, SIFTER-T achieved an 87-fold performance improvement using published test data sets for the known annotations recovering module and a 72.3% speed increase for the gene tree generation module in quad-core machines, as well as a major decrease in memory usage during the realignment phase. Memory optimization allowed an expanded set of proteins to be handled by SIFTER’s probabilistic method. The improvement in performance and automation that we achieved allowed us to build a web server to bring the power of Bayesian phylogenomic inference to the genomics community. SIFTER-T and its online interface are freely available under GNU license at http://labpib.fmrp.usp.br/methods/SIFTER-t/ and https://github.com/dcasbioinfo/SIFTER-t.

Many software tools are not widely adopted due to their complex interfaces and usability (1). Even tools known for the quality of their task execution are often abandoned in favor of those that are faster, simpler to use, or easier to install. Usability is so influential that even the most widely used tools (e.g., BLAST) are being adapted to user demands (2).

In the functional annotation field, SIFTER version 2.0 (3–5) is regarded as one of the best approaches when it comes to annotation quality (6). Recently, it was one of the top performing tools for functional annotation according to the international initiative Critical Assessment of Protein Function Annotation (CAFA), an open collaborative experiment designed to provide a large-scale assessment of software for predicting protein function using a time challenge (6). SIFTER combines two powerful concepts: phylogenomics (7) and Bayesian graphical models (8). Nevertheless, it is still not widely used. This paradox is probably due to framework usability and suitability issues when SIFTER is used at a high-throughput scale. To harness the power of this method for the wider bioinformatics community, several software engineering interventions need to be made to the original SIFTER proof-of-principle source code.

The original SIFTER workflow consists of two main steps: (i) annotation recovery for a list of genes and (ii) reconciled evolutionary gene tree generation for the same list. Next, SIFTER builds a Bayesian network structure in which the gene tree’s leaves represent genes. Known functional annotations are associated to the aforementioned leaves and then probabilistically propagated along the Bayesian network to the leaves with no prior information. At the end of the process, a list of gene ontology functions and their probabilities of occurrence is generated for each gene with unknown function.

Although a powerful approach, this can be considered a prototype in terms of software. The current SIFTER version does not allow nucleotide or amino acid sequences to be inputted directly, nor does it accept current standards for gene annotation formats. Moreover, several necessary parameters are still hardcoded and difficult to be adjusted by the end user. Finally, its relationship to third-party dependent software is cumbersome, as is its visualization output.

The present work has two goals: (i) to enhance the tool’s usability, through local implementations or a web-based front end and (ii) to optimize the original source code for better performance, allowing it to be used at a genome-wide scale. Studying the preprocessing workflow, we found opportunities for improvement and envisioned strategies to address them. As a consequence, the new implementation now also supports recent changes in the Gene Ontology (9), Gene Ontology Annotation (10), and Pfam (11) databases.
The strategies we have implemented include: the use of parallel threads; CPU load balancing, revised algorithms for best use of disk access, memory usage, and runtime; source-code adaptation to the currently used biological database formats; improved user accessibility; expansion of accepted input types; automation of the reconciliation process using gene trees and species trees; sequence filtering to reduce the analysis dimension; new output format; detailed documentation; and other minor implementations. The new framework, called SIFTER-T (SIFTER Throughput-optimized), is shown at Figure 1.

The improvements did not change the inference engine core made available by SIFTER. If the same input sequences, databases, and parameters are used, SIFTER-T returns exactly the same results as SIFTER. It is important to note that this is an artificial benchmark-only scenario because SIFTER-T’s technical improvements allow it to, in fact, investigate more proteins and handle more a priori information, naturally leading to improved results even if user-input sequences are held constant. Using the benchmark data set proposed by the 2012 CAFA edition with default parameters, SIFTER-T achieved an F-measure score of 0.60, which is similar to the score of 0.50 obtained by the manually tuned SIFTER 2.0 (6). The bulk of structural changes around the inference core made it possible to interrogate some proteins that would be unfeasible in SIFTER 2.0. Of the 529 proteins evaluated in the present test using default parameters, SIFTER 2.0 was only able to deal with 214 proteins, but SIFTER-T was able to deal with 506 proteins.

With this implementation, we achieved enhanced performance speed-ups (one example is highlighted in Figure 2). As an illustration, using the original SIFTER 2.0 test data set “hundred families,” we observed 87 times faster performance in the module responsible for known annotations recovery (from 37 min 48 s to 26 s). Similarly, we achieved a 72.3% speed increase in the module responsible for gene tree generation (from 3 h 57 min 14 sec to 1 h 26 min 22 sec) in quad-core machines. Regarding memory usage, we achieved a major decrease in usage, from nearly 201 GB (maximum) to nearly 8 GB (maximum), during the realignment phase for the complete Pfam families data set.

The increased performance allowed, for example, the reannotation of 419,029
Saccharum officinarum (sugarcane)
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